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FEDERAL INCOME TAX ASPECTS OF OIL AND
GAS TRANSACTIONS*
DONALD P. MOYERS**
N O portion of the development of the income tax and its related
problems has been more interesting, more intriguing and often
more perplexing than that which deals with the discovery, devel-
opment and production of oil and gas. In many ways, you in
North Dakota are fortunate that your entrance into this portion of
the tax field has been delayed long enough for litigation and legis-
lation to solidify some of the answers to the problems which have
developed in the past. However, by no manner of means are all
of the income tax problems relating to oil and gas currently an-
swered. Furthermore, the answers to many current problems will
require study and understanding of the historical background of
such problems.
Our consideration today will not permit the development of
the historical background for the many conclusions enumerated
but it will be well to recognize that practically all current rules
of the game relating to income taxation in the oil and gas field
have come up the hard path of litigation. Therefore, if I do not
take you back into the history leading up to the present appli-
cations to these problems, it will not be from lack of respect for
such history, but entirely for lack of time. Further, to discuss only
the present applications may avoid confusing you where the rules
have changed from time to time.
Some appreciation of the growth and importance of income taxes
in the field of oil and gas might be found in the parallel of a com-
parison of early production of these products with modem times.
Bear in mind that developments in tax law relating to oil and gas
have been no less changing or interesting than the facts hereafter
enumerated relating to the production of oil and gas.
Fifty-two years ago, the total world production of oil was about
400,000 barrels per day, 50 per cent of which came from Russian
wells. In 1951, the world production of oil was 11 million barrels
per day. Of this world oil produced last year, the United States
accounted for practically 60 per cent or nearly 6% million barrels
* Lecture delivered before the North Dakota State Bar Association on August 15, 1952,
at the Annual Meeting in Jamestown, N. D.
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per day. Today,.the value of investments in oil securities listed
on the New York Stock Exchange is about $20 billion and the
entire industry is estimated to represent an investment of more
than $28 billion.
Oil was first discovered in this country in Pennsylvania in 1859,
93 years ago. In the period of the next 67 years, up through 1925,
approximately 700,000 wells were drilled in this country, result-
ing in 13 billion barrels of oil. either brought to the surface or
proved up in underground reserves in that period. In the interval
from 1926 through 1951, some 696,000 wells were drilled, almost
as many as in the previous 67 years, resulting in the production,
plus proven reserves, of approximately 56 billion barrels, or
more than four times as much as in the previous 67 years.
Oil development in the United States has moved forward per-
sistently, but at a relatively cautious rate. For example, up to
1900, Texas was not regarded as much of an oil prospect. In 1870
there was only one state in the Union which produced as much
as 1 million barrels of oil annually. By 1910 there were 11 states;
by 1950, 21 states; and now, at the present time, oil has been dis-
covered and is in production in 27 of the 48 states. The American
Association of Petroleum Geologists has estimated that the pros-
pective future oil areas in the United States embrace 1,860,000
square miles, a prospective area about 100 times as large as the
total acreage of all oil and gas fields discovered in the United States
in the last 92 years. History bears out the weight of an opinion
by this association in that the same organization, back in 1941,
described 34 provinces or areas in the United States in which oil
might be found. In the 10 years following 1941, oil and gas have
been proved in 20 out of the 34 areas.
It is not difficult to understand that tax problems surrounding
oil and gas transactions are currently of lively interest here in -the
Williston Basin. Although your present production is only about
5,000 barrels per day compared with the 69 million barrels per
day produced throughout the United States, it is not unreasonable
to assume that your daily contacts with tax problems in oil and
gas will parallel the growth of your daily production, this latter
presently estimated -at 200,000 barrels per day by 1963.1
DEFINITIONS
In the remarks to follow, there will be references to various
tax phrases and definitions, some of which are specifically covered
1. Excellent articles dealing AV therthe Williston Basin and its development appeared in
The Oil and Gas Journal under date of July 14, 1952, beginning at page 92.
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by the Internal Revenue Code and the applicable income
tax regulations, and others which have particular tax character-
istics. It is essential that we first obtain an acquaintance with
these "tools of the trade."
a. Depreciation and Depletion. Attention is first directed to
the Code and regulations. Assuming our general acquaintance
with what constitutes items of gross income, two of the im-
portant deductions to be considered in the oil and gas business
in arriving at net income are depreciation and depletion.
Section 23 (1) of the Internal Revenue code is a statute of
general application for depreciation allowances. Section
23 (in) of the Code, although headed "Depletion," deals not
only with the allowance for depletion pertaining to oil and
gas wells but also covers depreciation applicable -to improve-
ments to oil and gas wells, the technicalities of these allow-
ances to be prescribed by regulations. These technicalities
are found in the regulation counterparts for section 23(m).*
b. Percentage depletion. Section 23 (n) of the Code pro-
vides generally that the basis upon which depletion, depreci-
ation and obsolescence are to be allowed shall be as provided
in section 114 of the Code. Accordingly, we must look to this
latter section to find such basis. Under section 114 (b) (3)
are found provisions covering what is commonly known in oil
and gas tax parlance as percentage depletion.
c. Capital gains and losses. In section 117 of the Code are
found the definitions for capital assets and the treatment of
capital gains and losses as contrasted with ordinary income.
The contrast between ordinary income and capital income is
of prime importance in the field of taxation under consider-
ation here.
Leaving this quick brush with the location of pertinent sections
of the Code and regulations, let us examine a few other phrases
which have particular meaning in the tax field of oil and gas trans-
actions:
d. Working interest. A-working interest is that interest own-
ed by the lessee and is usually 7' of the gross production -from
the property. The owner of a working interest is normally re-
ferred to as an operator.
e. Royalty interest. A royalty interest is that portion of the
production retained by the land owner, usually 38 of the oil
and gas produced from the leased property. It is not unusual
for the owner of the surface of the land, however, not to own
any of the minerals themselves as they may have been the sub-
ject of a prior sale or conveyance to Other parties. A royalty
interest bears no part of the expense of development or oper-
ation. Royalty interests are sometimes divided into two classes
known as participating and non-participating. The owner of
2. U.S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(m), subsections 1, 2, 4, 6-13, 16-18.
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a participating royalty interest has an interest in any bonus
that may be received for a lease on the property as well as
an interest in the delay rentals, while a non-participating royal-
ty interest receives only a portion of the oil or gas if, as,
and when produced. Usually, when the owner of a participating
royalty interest does not own the surface of the land itself, his
interest is referred to as a mineral interest. In some instances,
although not too common, a term royalty interest is created
where a land owner sells his land, retaining all or a portion
of the royalty for a specified number of years. If oil or gas is
found on the property within the period, his interest is per-
petuated as long as oil or gas is produced from the property.
f. Overriding royalty interest. An overriding royalty inter-
est is usually carved out of a certain percentage of the work-
ing interest and ordinarily arises when the original lessee sells
or subleases his leasehold interest to another, retaining an over-
riding royalty. As in the case of a regular royalty, an over-
riding royalty bears no portion of the operating expenses or
exploration costs.
g. Oil payment. An oil and gas payment is an economic in-
terest carved out of a working interest and represents only a
limited interest in the production. It may be stated in a num-
ber of barrels of oil, as so many cubic feet of gas, or in dollars
to be paid out of a fractional part of the oil or gas, if, as, and
when produced. It is imperative that in a true oil payment,
such payment be payable only, if, as, and when the oil and gas
are produced and that there be no other source of payment for
the amount stated.
3
Rather than quote at length or try to explain at this point the
niceties of these various definitions and phrases, they might be
better understood if woven, as far as possible, into the fact situations
to follow.
In discussing the various income tax aspects of oil and gas trans-
actions, it is intended to cover a pattern which will first be con-
cerned with those problems as they relate (1) to a landlord-lessor
and a royalty owner, (2) to a producer or operator, and (3) to the
sales and assignments of interests by either of the foregoing parties.
1. LANDLORD-LESSOR AND ROYALTY OWNER
Probably the most common tax problem with which you are
currently dealing centers around a land owner who has been ask-
ed to execute an oil and gas lease reserving the usual i8 royalty
interest. The ordinary oil and gas lease has, through experience,
proved to be the most satisfactory basis, industry-wise, for devel-
oping oil and gas possibilities. An oil man is not interested in the
3. Anderson v. Helvering, 310 U.S. 404 (1940).
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surface as surface and it would make his capital outlay impossible,
if, in order to attempt to find and develop the oil possibilities, it were
necessary for him to acquire full fee ownership of land and min-
erals. Accordingly, through the medium of oil and gas leases,
he is able to obtain a right to explore for those minerals.
Even though under some applicable state laws a so-called oil
and gas lease might operate as a conveyance of title to the natural
deposits in place, it has been settled that, for income tax purposes,
the considerations received for the execution of an ordinary oil
and gas lease do not constitute receipts from the sale of a capital
asset but that such considerations represent ordinary income to
the recipient.4
Assume, therefore, that we have the circumstances of a land
owner, owning 160 acres in fee to both the surface and the minerals,
and he has been tendered an ordinary oil and gas lease for execu-
tion running for a 10-year period at a delay rental of $1 per acre per
year, plus a bonus payable at once of $5,000. The land owner
thinks this is a good deal and executes the lease.
What Ire the income tax aspects to the landlord of this first
simple transaction?
To dispose of the easy answer first, the rent of $160, when receiv-
ed, is obviously just ordinary income. The $5,000 bonus paid on
execution of the lease has also been determined by the courts to
be ordinary income for federal income tax purposes, but subject
to an allowance for depletion. The courts have said that such a
bonus payment is in the nature of an advance royalty, and as such
is subject to the allowance for depletion.5 By reason of the reten-
tion of his one-eighth royalty interest, the landlord-lessor has
retained what is generally referred to as an economic interest in
the oil and gas in place and as the owner of such an interest, he
is entitled to depletion allowances on amounts received which re-
flect income of that character.6
What kind of depletion is being considered under the foregoing
circumstances when it is said that the $5,000 constitutes ordinary
income subject to depletion? Recall that under the statutory refer-
ences, section 23 (m) of the Internal Revenue Code provided for
the allowance of depletion under prescribed rules and regulations.
Two types of depletion are prescribed, one commonly referred to
as cost depletion and the other as percentage depletion. Cost de-
4. Burnet v. Harmel, 287 U.S. 103 (1932).
5. Herring v. Commissioner, 293 U.S. 322 (1934).
6. Palmer v. Bender, 287 U.S. 551 (1933); U.S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(m)-1 (1945).
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pletion contemplates three elements: (1) a cost basis, (2) an
estimated total recoverable units in the property involved, and
(3) the number of such units recovered from that property
during the taxable year in question. Since, in all probability,
our lessor bought this 160 acres of land, in the first instance,
without segregating his cost between surface and the min-
erals, let it be assumed that he has no basis in the minerals them-
selves and will not, therefore, be interested in a cost depletion
allowance. Section 114 (b) (3) of the Code describes percentage
depletion by stating that "the allowance for depletion under sec-
tion 23 (in) shall be 27, per centum of the gross income from the
property during the taxable year .... " but that such allowance
shall not exceed 50 per centum of the net income of the taxpayer
.from the property, Applied to our circumstances above, the lessor,
presumably, had no deductions relating to the $5,000 bonus so
his percentage depletion is 27, per cent of this gross income, or
$1;375, and the deduction is not limited by 50 per cent of the net
income from the property. Since the $5,000 is regarded as an ad-
vance royalty, it is "income from the property."
One more word at this point in considering the two types of
depletion. The same section 114(b) (3) also provides that the tax-
payer shall be entitled to the benefit of either cost or percentage
depletion, Whichever gives him the greater deduction. Since the
lessor here had no cost basis for depletion, he will certainly take
percentage depletion on the $5,000 bonus. If production is devel-
oped on the property, the lessor will continue to compute his per-
centage depletion allowance in each year in accordance with the
"income from the property" realized in the taxable year.
The taxable status of delay rentals which might be paid in the
subsequent years of the lease continues to be ordinary income
as received. The payments are not made for extraction but rather
for failure to extract.7 In a sense they are compensation for the
privilege of deferring the commencement of a well and are not
required to be made after actual development begins.
The allowance to the lessor of the percentage depletion above
described presents an item on the other side of the ledger which
must be watched. Remember the depletion allowance was made
on the theory that this was in the nature of an advance royalty
on production not yet realized. The regulations 1 provide that if
7. Commissioner W. ilson, 76 F.2d 766, 769 (5th Cir. 1935).
8. U.S. Treas. Reg.. 111, §29.23(rn)-1O(c) (1948).
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such an advance is paid and, if for any reason, the grant of the min-
eral rights expires or terminates or is abandoned before the min-
eral which had been paid for in advance has been extracted and
removed, the lessor shall adjust his capital account by restoring
thereto the depletion deductions made in prior years on account
of such advance royalties paid for on minerals not removed, and
a corresponding amount must be returned as income for the year
in which such expiration, termination or abandonment occurs.
It should be noted that the last clause of this regulation is in
the form of a flat requirement and is not contingent upon whether
the statute of limitations has run, tax-wise, on the prior year or
years in which the deduction was taken. The apparent theory is
that the deduction was properly allowed on the basis of the facts
existing in those prior years and accordingly the deduction cannot
be impeached for the years in which taken by those subsequent
events. In the suppositious case here, if the lease is abandoned in
the eighth year without production, the lessor must take into income
in that eighth year the $1,375 previously deducted.
This regulation has been the subject of considerable litigation and
while its validity has been upheld,9 there have been some Strange
offshoots to its application. One important development has been
the quantum of production or extraction of minerals' which is
necessary to prevent the application of the regulation. Although
the Supreme Court has not passed on the point specifically, the
rule appears to be accepted that any amount of actual production,
even a single unit or more, prior to abandonment or forfeiture of
a lease, will suffice to eliminate any duty to restore. In one case,10
a bonus of $15,000 was paid for a lease and percentage depletion
thereon in the amount of $4,125 deducted from income. In the
same year, a well was drilled on the property. The lessor received
$13.81 by reason of his one-eighth royalty interest in that year but
in the same year the well was abandoned and two years later the
lease was surrendered. The Commissioner sought to restore to
the taxpayer's income for the year in which the lease was aban-
doned the $4,125 deducted on his return for the year of the receipt
of the $15,000 bonus. The Commissioner's determination was not
sustained by the Tax Court (then the United States Board of Tax
Appeals) for the reason that there had been production and deple-
tion in fact sustained under the lease. The Commissioner has
9. Sneed v. Commissioner, 119 F.2d 767 (5th Cir. 1941).
10. Crabb v. Commissioner, 41 B.T.A. 686 (1940).
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published an acquiescence in the decision on this issue and appar-
ently no litigation has arisen since then referring to the quantum
of production.
A sideline of the same problem is that the restoration to income
of percentage depletion taken is not required where there is a
partial abandonment or a surrender of acreage by a lessee.11
The Circuit Court of Appeals has held that production anywhere
on the leased property covered by the bonus will be sufficient un-
der the regulations to avoid the necessity of restoring this previ-
ously allowed depletion to income and that the partial abandon-
ment of acreage does not destroy the possibility of future pro-
duction upon the remainder of the leasehold.
In another case, 2 the Commissioner unsuccessfully attempted
to restore this depletion to income under this particular regulation
in the year of the lessor's death although at the time of his death
there had been no termination or abandonment of the lease. The
court recognized the difficulty which might arise in the case of an
abandonment without production in a year subsequent to the
lessor's death, but suggested that such a bridge would have to be
crossed when met.
Still another application of this regulation has been attempted
by the Commissioner to a situation 12 where the lessor made a
gift of a one-half interest in a royalty. The Commissioner con-
tended that the gift operated as a partial termination of the lease
to the extent of one-half of the allowed depletion so far as the
donor was concerned. The Tax Court refused to apply the regu-
lation and held that since the lessor received the bonus and retain-
ed an economic interest in the lease even after the gift of one-half
of the royalty, the question posed by the Commissioner could not
arise. Do not overlook the implication of what might have been
the circumstance if the taxpayer had parted with all of his inter-
est in the entire royalty by reason of a transfer by gift. To my
knowledge, no such case has arisen and correspondingly, no answer
as yet has been required.
Another situation which may have been or will be encountered
by land owners in prospective oil leasing areas has to do with
amounts received by the land owner from a seismograph explor-
ation organization which pays for the privilege of conducting
explorations on the land owner's property. The question of how such
11. Driscoll v. Commissioner, 147 F.2d 493 (5th Cir. 1945).
12. Seeligson v. Commissioner, 141 F.2d 358 (5th Cir. 1944).
13. Waggoner v. Commissioner, 47 B.T.A. 699 (1942).
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amounts should be regarded by the recipient for income tax pur-
poses has been presented to the Bureau for a ruling. Such rul-
ings do not have the force of law or the weight of court decisions
but they are indicative of the attitude you may expect the Bureau
to take with respect to particular transactions. The question pre-
sented to the Bureau was whether amounts paid for the right to
make these seismograph explorations should be considered as ordi-
nary income by the recipient or as a return of capital, the latter
on the theory that the amounts are paid for damage to the land
or possible damage thereto as a result of the shooting. The Bureau
takes the position that such income received by the land owner is
essentially rental for the use of the land for a certain purpose for
a definite period of time. Following this theory the Bureau says
that such income is ordinary income, taxable in full. The Bureau
goes on to state that even if the amount paid was for damages in
a sense, offsetting deduction for a loss is allowed inasmuch as only
a shrinkage in value has resulted from such damage, if there be
such, and the loss resulting therefrom would be reflected in the
sale price of the property when sold and not deducted under the
ordinary loss sections of the Code.
14
It is not reasonable to assume that the foregoing has covered
all of the tax problems which may be encountered by a land owner-
lessor in the initial stages. However, it is believed that the high
spots of such transactions have been covered and there will be re-
viewed in a later portion of this paper those circumstances wherein
the lessor may dispose of his royalty interest in a lease or the
minerals themselves. Accordingly we will come back to the situ-
ation involving landlord-lessors in a discussion of sales and assign-
ments of oil and gas interests.
2. OPERATOR OR PRODUCER
By way of introduction to the position of an operator or pro-
ducer under an oil and- gas lease, full appreciation should be accord-
ed this party for his position in the oil and gas history of this
country. Under present day costs of labor and materials, the finan-
cial undertaking of the drilling of an oil well, particularly where
sizeable depths. are required, as here in the Williston Basin, rep-
resents a substantial financial outlay and when it is considered
that the chances of finding oil in sufficient quantities to return the'
expense incurred are on. the average about one in nine, there is
14. Int. Rev. Code §23(e).
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ample cause to pause and reflect before undertaking the responsi-
bilities for. such development and operation. Based on acreage
alone, it has been said that there are probably 90 million acres
of prospective oil land right here in the Williston Basin area and
that if out of that area one million acres prove productive, it
would be phenomenal.15 Ample encouragement and inducement
must be open to those who are willing to incur the tremendous
costs attributable to exploring the 89 million acres without return.
Contrasted with the royalty owner who has no burdens of devel-
opment and operation, the operator's risk is exceedingly large.
He must obtain his compensation in the receipt of the greater
portion of production, if discovered, and in the right to treat the
costs incurred as tax deductions.
From a tax point of view, there are a number of situations of
which the operator must be aware in order to plot his course.
While not all-inclusive, a few of the situations should be noted.
Delay rental. The annual rental paid on the lease in the ex-
ample given above respecting the landlord-lessor, $160, is an an-
nual deduction to the lessee, the same as other rent might be a
business expense.
Bonus. The $5,000 bonus or advance royalty paid by the lessee-
operator to obtain the lease is not deductible when paid but must
instead be capitalized by the operator and become a part of his
basis or cost of the lease. Other common items of this same nature
will be amounts expended for maps, abstracts, recording fees,
legal expenses and brokerage costs. All such items, which must
be capitalized, are known as leasehold costs and should be kept
separate from equipment costs, it being recognized that lease-
hold costs are recoverable through depletion allowances whereas
equipment costs are recoverable through depreciation allowances.
Intangibles. One of the most important tax decisions an oper-
ator must make in connection with his development program on a
particular property is whether he shall elect to capitalize or expense
what are known as intangible drilling and development costs. The
election he first makes with respect to a particular property will
be binding on any fiture development he incurs on such property.
The regulations 16 describe intangible drilling and development
costs in the following language:
"All expenditures made by an operator for wages, fuel,
repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., incident to and necessary for
15. Business Week, June 14, 1952.
16. U.S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(m)-16(b) (1942).
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the drilling of wells and the preparation of wells for the pro-
duction ot oil or gas, may, at the option of the operator, be
deducted from gross income as an expense or charged to cap-
ital account. Such expenditures have for convenience been
termed intangible drilling and development costs, They in-
clude the cost to operators of any drilling or development
work (excluding amounts payable only out of production or
the gross proceeds from production, and amounts properly al-
locable to cost of depreciable property) done for them by con-
tractors under any form of contract, including turnkey con-
tracts. Examples of items to which this option applies are all
amounts paid for labor, fuel, repairs, hauling, and supplies, or
any of them, which are used (A) in the drilling, shooting, and
cleaning of wells; (B) in such acquiring of ground, draining,
road-making, surveying, and geological work as are necessary
in preparation for the drilling of wells; and (C) in the con-
struction of such-derricks, tanks, pipe lines, and other physical
structures as are necessary for the drilling of wells and the
preparation of wells for the production of oil or gas. In gen-
eral, this option applies only to expenditures for those drill-
ing.:and development items which in themselves do not have
a salvage value. For the purpose of this option labor, fuel, repairs,
hauling, supplies, etc., are not considered as having a salvage
value, even though used in connection with the the installation
of physical property which has a salvage value." 17
If these intangible drilling and development costs are capital-
ized by the operator, they become a part of his leasehold cost and
are recoverable through depletion allowances. If the operator
elects to expense the intangibles, they are charged off currently.
If expensed, it is settled I that such amounts must be taken off
of the "gross income from the property" in determining the amount
of percentage depletion wherein you will recall the limitation is
not in excess of 50 per cent of the net income of the property. Thus,
if an operator realized $200,000 gross income from a property in
a taxable year and in the same year expends $110,000 for intang-
ibles on the same property which he elects to expense (and omit-
ting all other expenses, etc.), the percentage depletion allowance
on gross income would be 27) per cent of $200,000 or $55,000,
but the limitation comes into play and the net income from the
property is $90,000 ($200,000 minus $110,000) and the allowable
deduction is 50 per cent thereof or $45,000.
Depreciable property such as tanks, derricks, casing, tubing,
pump units, etc., are all capitalized, carried in equipment accounts
17. The latest analysis by the Bureau of expenditures which fall within the option is
contained in Mimeograph 6754, Cumulative Bulletin of February 4, 1952 (No: 3).
18. Wilshire Oil Co. v. Helvering, 308 U.S. 90 (1939).
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and their cost recovered through depreciation. The regulations 11
provide for these depreciation allowances based upon the cost
of the equipment involved which may be recovered over its use-
ful life as will bring such property to its true salvage value when
no longer useful for the purpose for which it was acquired. This
same section also provides that where it can be shown to the satis-
faction of the Commissioner that the reasonable expectation of
the economic life of an oil or gas deposit with which the property
is connected is shorter than the normally useful life of the physical
property, the amount annually deductible for depreciation may be
based upon the length of the life of the deposit. Therefore, recog-
nition is given to either the straight-line method of depreciation
or the unit of production method.
Like the royalty owner, the operator is entitled in each account-
ing year to the benefit of either cost or percentage depletion allow-
ances, whichever will give him the greater deduction. Accumu-
lated leasehold costs may be so high as to result in a greater
deduction on the cost depletion basis than on a percentage deple-
tion basis. As was stated earlier, cost depletion determinations de-
pend upon an estimate of the reserves to be recovered which are div-
ided into the costs and multiplied by the particular units produced in
the particular taxable period. In simple arithmetic, if leasehold
costs are $1,000 and the estimated barrels to be recovered are 1,000,
the operator is entitled to cost depletion of $1 on each barrel as
produced.
Brief consideration can be given to the operator's position if
no production is found and the lease is released. Under such a cir-
cumstance, the operator's leasehold costs become an allowable loss
deduction in the year the loss is sustained.2 0 Thus, if such a loss is
sustained in the same year in which the dry hole is drilled, it will
be immaterial, as respects that property, whether intangible drill-
ing and development costs are expensed or capitalized since ,hey
are deductible in full in the same year in either event.
3. SALES AND ASSIGNMENTS OF OIL AND GAS INTERESTS
Although the foregoing circumstances have covered a large
segment of the field of oil and gas taxation along what appear io
be reasonably established lines, the real tax intricacies are round
in the many kinds of transactions dealing with sales and assign-
ments of interests in oil and gas property. Here again, since "the
19. U.S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(m)-18.
20. Int. Rev. Code 123 (e) (2).
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current considerations are a first approach to these problems, it
is fortunate that past litigation has jelled some of the consequences
of certain transactions.
Sale of royalty. If our lessor described above should sell his
royalty interest retained in the lease, either in whole or in part,
this will constitute a capital gain sale and the proceeds realized
from such disposition will constitute capital gain or loss, not ordi-
nary income. By the same token, no depletion is allowed on the
proceeds received from such sale. As stated earlier, our lessor's
basis for determining his gain or loss is his cost of the minerals
sold and if he purchased the land at a time when there probably
was no actual or prospective value in the minerals, then all his
cost is in the surface and his basis in the minerals is zero. His
holding period for the purpose of the sale will date from the acqui-
sition of his interest in the land and not from the leasing trans-
action.
The purchaser of such an interest has made a capital expendi-
ture which will be recoverable by depletion allowances unless
he recovers such costs through a sale or unless the royalty itself
should turn out to be worthless and he writes it off as a- loss deduc-
tion.
A note of caution should be expressed here for if the taxpayer
purchases royalty interests for resale to customers in the ordinary
course of his business, or if his transactions in such interests
become frequent enough to constitute him a dealer, his gains or
losses on the disposition of these properties will be ordinary in-
come rather than capital gains.
Sale of leasehold. The larger portion of transactions dealing
with dispositions of oil and gas interests have related to disposi-
tions by the lessee, the owner of the working interest. Many of
these transactions have arisen out of a necessity to spread the cost
of development of a prospective property. No study of tax prob-
lems in oil and gas would be complete without recognizing the most
common of these transactions.
Free well. Suppose the lessee contracts with a third party to the
effect that if the third party will agree to drill and equip a well
within a specified time to a specified depth, free of cost to the
lessee, the lessee will assign to such third party a 50 per cent
interest in the leasehold estate. Under such circumstances, neither
the cost of drilling the well by the third party nor the appreciation
in value of the lessee's interest (assuming production) constitutes
additional taxable consideration to the lessee for such an assign-
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ment. The theory behind this conclusion is that the lessee has not,
by such action, received any realized gain but will receive such
gain as income is received from the production or subsequent dis-
position of the property. Correspondingly, since he has made no
expenditure for drilling costs, the lessee has no deduction for in-
tangible drilling and development costs and no recoverable invest-
ment in the equipment which the third party has put on the pro-
perty.
From the third party's point of view, by reason of the contract
above described he is or will become the owner of a one-half
interest in the leasehold estate and by, reason of that ownership,
he may come under the option to expense, if he so elects, one-half
of the intangible drilling and development costs. The other half
represents a cost to him of his acquisition of a one-half interest
in the leasehold estate and must be capitalized. We also note from
the previous discussion that the cost of depreciable equipment
must be capitalized and to the extent that such cost is allocable
to the operating rights held by the lessee, this must be capital-
ized as also representing to the third party a cost of his leasehold
interest, which cost must be returned to him through depletion.
The authority for the position of the third party is described by
by the regulations 21 in the following language
"in any case where any drilling or development project is
undertaken for the grant or assignment of a fraction of the op-
erating rights, only that part of the costs thereof which is at-
tributable to such fractional interests is within this option.
In the excepted cases, costs of the project undertaken, includ-
ing depreciable equipment furnished, to the extent allocable
to fractions of the operating rights held by others, must be
capitalized as the depletable capital cost on the fractional in-
terest thus acquired."
The theory behind this reasoning is sound because the -hird
party should be entitled to deduct the expenses relating to his
normal share of the burden and any excess over and above such
normal share must have been an obligation undertaken to obtain
the interest he acquired in the leasehold estate. Of course, if the
third party had acquired the entire operating interest, even though
it were burdened by overriding royalties, oil payments or net pro-
fit rights, which by their nature are free of development and oper-
ating costs, then such third party would be entitled to deduct all
of the intangible expenditures made by him as well as all depre-
ciation costs for physical equipment.
21. U.S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(m)-16(b)(l)(i).
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A slight variation in the foregoing circumstances might be one
where in the third party, instead of acquiring a part of the work-
ing interest for the drilling of a well, would acquire an oil pay-
ment as the consideration for the drilling of such a well. From
the lessee's point of view, the situation is unchanged as he has
realized no income by virtue of obtaining the well in exchange
for the oil payments. However, the third party cannot deduct any
part of the cost of drilling and equipping the well, nor depreci-
ation on the physical equipment installed as all of these items
will become the costs to him of the oil payment received and such
costs must be returnable by way of depletion.
Overriding royalty retained. Another type of transaction, the
tax consequences of which are often overlooked, deals with a sit-
uation where the lessee sells his leasehold interest for cash sub-
ject to an overriding royalty retained in himself.22 It is funda-
mental to recognize in such a situation that the lessee is in real-
ity in the same situation as the original lessor in that he has passed
the burden of development to another and through the retention
of an overriding royalty has retained an economic interest, a cap-
ital investment in the oil and gas, free of cost of drilling, develop-
ment and operation. No matter how strongly a contract of this
nature is couched in terms of a sale or no matter what a particular
state law of property may provide with respect to the transaction,
the courts conclude that for income tax purposes a sublease is
made and the cash received by the lessee is ordinary income sub-
ject to depletion and is not the proceeds from the sale of property.
In other words, the cash received by the lessee here is in the
same category as the bonus or advance royalty received by the
original lessor, and such amount is ordinary income. If the pro-
perty happened to be a developed property and there was physi-
cal equipment on the property which was covered by the same
contract wherein the overriding royalty was reserved, enough of
the cash received may be applied against the adjusted basis of
the equipment as to recover its remaining cost by the lessee and
the balance is ordinary income.
From the point of view of the purchaser in such a transaction,
he has made a capital investment in the working interest acquired
to the extent of the bonus paid, which investment must be recov-
ered through depletion allowances. If physical equipment is in-
volved, then the cash payment must be allocated by the purch-
22. Palmer v. Bender, 287 U.S. 551 (1988); Hogan v. Commissioner, "141 F.2d 92
(5th Cir. 1944); Cullen v. Commissioner, 118 F.2d 651 (5th Cir. 1941).
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aser between the leasehold interest acquired and the equipment
acquired on the basis of their respective fair market values at the
time of the purchase.
It is strangely true that many who invest in and sell leases, even
in the areas where oil transactions have been common for many
years, still do not realize that the sale of a leasehold interest for
cash with the reservation of an overriding royalty results in an
ordinary income transaction, not the sale of a capital asset.
Oil payment retained. Another situation to be considered is
one where the lessee assigns his interest in the leasehold estate
for cash and reserves what is commonly known as an oil pay-
ment, being a specific amount payable out of a specified fraction
of the oil and gas, if, as, and when preduced. Under these cir-
cumstances, entirely different tax consequences result.23 It is held
that since no overriding royalty was reserved in the transaction,
a sale has occurred. The cash received was not an advance on
royalty and did not represent, therefore, depletable income but
did represent proceeds from the sale of property. Note, how-
ever, that the retained oil payment is a reserved economic interest,
just as was the overriding royalty, and the income realized on
it will be ordinary income as realized, subject to depletion allow-
ances. Our lessee must compute his gain on this transaction by
allocating his basis in the leasehold between what he sold and
what he retained by reason of the oil payment with regard -o
their respective fair market values. Here again, if the leasehold
was developed and physical equipment was involved in the sale
by the lessee, the cash consideration is first applied to recover
the adjusted basis of the physical equipment in the hands of the
lessee.
In order to constitute a true oil payment, it is necessary, as
our definition above stated, that the right to receive the payment
of dollars or the production reserved be limited to the oil and gas
if, as, and when produced. There must be no personal guarantee
of any source of payment of the designated amount except solely
the production.24 Where production only is the source of payment,
there is thereby preserved to the owner of an oil payment an eco-
nomic interest in the oil and gas in place which entitles him to the
depletion allowance. Before we leave the consideration of oil and
gas payments, there are several circumstances to consider if you
have a situation dealing with this type of transaction or if you
23. Commissioner v. Fleming, 82 F.2d 324 (5th Cir. 1936).
24. Anderson v. Helvering, 310 U.S. 404 (1940).
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are called upon to draft such. Care should be taken to see that
the oil and gas payment is not so large that it tends to partake
of the nature of a royalty. The reason for this is obvious from our
consideration of the nature of an overriding royalty, for if the
transaction involves the sale of an interest for cash and an oil pay-
ment which did partake of the nature of a royalty because of its
size, the cash would be treated as ordinary income rather than
as capital gain. Oil payments are generally paid out of a frac-
tion of the working interest and no such payments should absorb
all of the gross income of the working interest which it burdens.
To do so might create a situation where the holder of the work-
ing interest purchased would be required to capitalize his out-
-of-pocket expenditures for operating costs as well as intangible
drilling and development costs on the theory that they became a
part of the cost of his interest.
Lastly, an oil payment must not be carved out of a larger re-
tained interest for the Bureau has taken the position that if this
is done, the amount received for such an oil payment is in anti-
cipation of ordinary income and will be treated as ordinary income.
For example, if the owner of a working interest should sell an
oil payment in the amount of $5,000 payable out of one half of his
seven-eighths working interest for $4,500, the $4,500 will be treated
as ordinary income because he is retaining the tree from which the
fruit is being picked. -5
The latest pronouncement by the Bureau on this subject 2_1
states:
"that the assignment of any in-oil payment right (not pledged
for development), which extends over a period less than the
life of the depletable property interest from which it is carv-
ed, is essentially the assignment of expected income from such
property interest. Therefore, the assignment for a consider-
ation of any such in-oil payment right results in the receipt
of ordinary income by the assignor which is taxable to him
when received or accrued, depending upon the method of
accounting employed by him. Where the assignment of the in-
oil payment right is donative, the transaction is considered as
an assignment of future income which is taxable to the donor
at such time as the income from the assignment payment right
arises."
Net Profits. It has been noted above that the retention of an
overriding royalty out of an assigned working interest consti-
tutes a sub-lease. Such royalty interests are payable from a fraction
25. G.C.M. 24849, 1946-1 Cu-. Bull. 66.
26. I.T. 4003, 1950-1 Cum. Bull. 10.
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of the gross income from the property. A variation from this sit-
uation is one where the retained interest. may be paid from the
net profits derived by the assignee from the operation of the pro-
perty. For example, if our lessee assigns his interest to a third
party under a contract whereby the third party will bear the devel-
opment and operating expenses, the lessee retaining an interest in
the net profits from the property, the interest created in the
lessee is known as a net profits interest and that which is
received by the lessee under such an arrangment will be ordi-
nary income subject to depletion..2 1 Although the matter is not
entirely free from all question, it now appears sound to say that
an assignment of an oil and gas property wherein the assignor
retains a net profit interest will be treated as a sub-lease rather
than a sale.
Carried interests. I hesitate to describe to you the arrange-
ment known as a carried interest and I say this because the tax
effects of this type of transaction are presently considered by
tax men dealing in oil and gas interests as being in a state of
confusion. Because the arrangement was one in common use,
and still is, I will set forth its characteristics and in the same
breath warn you to proceed with caution if you have a client in-
volved in such an arrangement.
A carried interest may best be illustrated by assuming that a
lessee owns a lease covering 200 acres but he is financially un-
able to test and develop the lease. This lessee enters into an
arrangement with another individual whom, for convenience, we
will call X, whereby the lessee agrees to assign to X one half of
the working interest in the lease in consideration for X agreeing to
advance all the funds necessary to drill and equip a well on the
property, X to recoup such advances solely out of the first oil or
gas to be produced, it being further agreed that when X has re-
couped such costs and expenses, the lessee and X will thereafter
share the income and future expenses on an equal basis. A Bur-
eau ruling 28 holds that X may deduct all the intangible drilling
and development costs and that our lessee realizes no taxable
income until after the payout period. Since the issuance of the
Bureau ruling, a Circuit Court of Appeals case 29 has held to
the effect that X's deduction for intangible drilling and devel-
opment costs should be limited to one half of the working inter-
27. Burton-Sutton Oil Co. v. Commissioner, 328 U.S. 25 (1946).
28. G.C.M. 22730, 1941-1 Cum.Bul. 214.
29. Commissioner v. J.S. Abercrombie Co., 162 F.2d 338 (5th Cir. 1947). Cf. Manahan
Oil Co., 8 T.C. 1159 (1947).
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est acquired from our lessee and that the lessee should, in turn,
be deemed to be taxable on the income which had been applied
against the advances made for his account and entitled to deduct
one half of the intangibles. Whether you represent the lessee
or X in the foregoing circumstances, you should make a careful
analysis of this Bureau ruling and the Circuit Court case before
you endeavor to tell either of the parties whom you represent
what his tax position is with respect to the income produced on
the property or the deductions attributable to the development.
Financing. A description of sales and assignments of oil and
gas interests would not be complete without describing to you a
financial arrangement which has become quite prevalent in the
Southwest in the last few years. This arrangement stems from
two causes-(1) high tax rates which make it imperative to con-
vert, on any legitimate basis, ordinary income into capital gains
if possible, and (2) some device for financing the purchase of
developed and producing properties. For example, if the owner
of a working interest in a very valuable lease is realizing large
income therefrom and is having to pay out the greater portion of
such income in taxes, it might be to his advantage to sell his inter-
est and pay the capital gains tax on such sale inasmuch as the rate
of tax cannot exceed 26 per cent of such .gain. Because -the inter-
est he holds is highly valuable, he may have difficulty finding a
purchaser who is willing to pay a price which represents the value
of the property for such a purchaser might find it impossible to
recoup his investment after payment of taxes on the income real-
ized, except over a long pull, and such a purchaser with that
amount of money might not want to tie it up. To accomplish his
sale and yet permit the purchase to be financed, a transaction is
worked out such as stated in the following hypothetical case:
'A' owns an oil property worth a fair market value of $5,000,000
which he desires to sell. 'A' has only a small depletable and de-
preciable base in the property so he will not sell unless he can
obtain capital gain treatment. He has been unable to find a pur-
chaser who is willing to pay his price of $5,000,000. However,
he has located two parties who, between them, are willing to buy
the property in the following fashion. 'X' is willing to buy an oil
payment of $4,500,000 payable out of 75 per cent of the gross pro-
ceeds from the seven-eighths working interest for $4,000,000 in cash,
the difference between the purchase price and the amount of the oil
payment itself reflecting a discount for interest and risk on the in-
vestment, which interest and risk 'X" is refinancing from a bank, us-
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ing the oil payment as collateral for a loan. "Y' is an operating com-
pany and is willing to buy the working interest, burdened with the
oil payment as well as the land owner's royalty, for $1,000,000, 'Y'
feeling certain that the reserves are more than adequate to pay
out the oil payment, following which he will have the entire work-
ing interest and the income therefrom with only an investment of
$1,000,000 instead of $5,000,000. The income from the property
attributable to the oil payment does not belong to 'Y' but instead
belongs to 'X" and 'X' has a cost basis in that oil payment of
$4,000,000, which basis be will write off as cost depletion against
such income as received, leaving only a small amount of net in-
come to be taxed after he has taken such cost depletion and his
interest charges as deductions. Probably most of "Y's income attrib-
utable to his 25 per cent of the working interest will be absorbed
by operating expenses. So far as 'A' is concerned, he has carried
out the desired end result by selling his entire working interest to
'Y' for $1,000,000, reserving an oil payment payable out of 75
per cent of the working interest until $4,500,000 has been paid from
the oil, if, as, and when produced. 'A' then sells the oil payment to
'X' for $4,000,000, thereby realizing a total of $5,000,000 from the
disposition of his leasehold estate. The bank is willing to loan
"X" the $4,000,000 and use the oil payment as collateral, for it is
satisfied that the property will well carry such a charge.
CONCLUSION
Of necessity, this paper has touched upon only those transac-
tions and those income tax features which are most commonly en-
countered in the oil and gas field and has not, by any means,
endeavored to cover the many, many variations that stem from the
situations heretofore described. Income tax law is never static
and there will always be as many cases and circumstances as
there are new ideas for carrying out variations from so-called stand-
ard situations. In conclusion, and by way of illustration as to how
disturbing these future cases may sometimes be, I- call your
attention to a case recently decided by the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals, 30 completely contrary to the general concept of the
industry as respects the holding period for an oil and gas property.
Strangely enough, the taxpayer, as a result of this decision, won
his case. The oil industry generally does not regard the court's
decision as sound because if it were to be accepted, many prob-
lems would arise out of its application.
30. Petroleum Exploration v. Commissioner, 193 F.2d 59 (4th Cir. 1951).
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The critical question to be decided was whether, on the dispo-
sition of an interest in an oil producing property, the taxpayer
had realized a long-term or a short-term capital gain. The essen-
tial facts were that the taxpayer had acquired, in March, 1937,
the particular oil and gas lease involved; in September, 1938,
successful wells were drilled on the property, and in January,
1939, the property was sold. If the holding period dated back
to the acquisition of the lease, it was obviously a long-term capital
asset sale and the gain had to be eliminated from the taxpayer's
income in 1939 for the purpose of determining his excess profits
credit on the average earnings basis. The taxpayer contended that
that the holding period began in September, 1938, when pro-
duction was discovered, and that the sale in January, 1939 made the
transaction a short term sale, such that the gain therefrom could be
included in his 1939 base period net income and increase his credit
for excess profits tax purposes. The Tax Court held, following the
principles heretofore generally accepted, that the holding period
began with the acquisition of the interest in March, 1937. The Circuit
of Appeals reversed the Tax Court and held that the oil and gas lease
was merely an option to explore the premises for oil and gas in
place and that when such oil was discovered on the leased prem-
ises by means of the drilling operations, a new property had been
brought into existence consisting of the oil in place beneath the
surface of the premises and that it was this property which was
sold.
No one in the oil business regards the Circuit Court's decision
as sound or practical and although the Bureau has not requested
certiorari, it seems to be the general consensus of opinion among
tax men that the Bureau will not follow this case or use it as a
basis for determining the holding period in the sale of oil and gas
properties.
This case only illustrates how strangely and how quickly some
heretofore stabilized situations may change in the tax field. Ac-
cordingly, everything which has been discussed today must be
taken with the proverbial grain of salt and tested tomorrow in
the light of what your problem may then be.
